[Management of ectopic pregnancies complicating in vitro fertilization: a remarkable case of bilateral ectopic pregnancy with independent courses of the pregnancies].
To define management rules for ectopic pregnancy complicating in vitro fertilization. We describe a case of bilateral ectopic pregnancy complicating in vitro fertilization which led to two separate laparoscopic procedures. A first laparoscopy was required to perform salpingectomy for ectopic pregnancy. A second laparoscopy was later required for a second salpingectomy for a second ectopic pregnancy complicating the same in vitro fertilization. Pre-existent tubal lesions are frequently observed in women who develop ectopic pregnancies after in vitro fertilization. If serum beta-hCG levels and pelvic ultrasound results are not taken into consideration with sufficient care, delayed diagnosis may lead to the unsuitable management. Women with multiple embryonic reimplantations must be monitored rigorously. Salpingectomy is the best treatment option for this type of complication.